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WHY DOES SIMPLICITY CAUSE
SO MUCH COMPLEXITY?
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Opening Thought

Technology offers the potential to make life
easier yet each new technology adds
complexity and increases difficulties
– Paradox of Technology from “Design of Everyday Things” Don Norman
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We are the Creator of Much of our Complexity
• Things are built for maintenance and management, not necessarily
usage
• Can’t evaluate every possibility
• Tend to have an “either / or” mindset
• Have natural bias towards what we already know – or discard what we
think is not “do-able”
• Politics and Organization tend to color our selections
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A data warehouse is a technical solution
to an analytical business problem, yet we
use the same processes as for
transactional problems
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DATA
WAREHOUSING

OLTP
Transaction
Posting

Business Need

Iterative Analytics

Process Speed

Focus

Query Flexibility

Point-in-Time

Timeframe

Periods of time

Known

Database
Operation

Unknown

Very Repetitive

Consistency

Becomes Dynamic
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The warehouse needs to constantly
overcome obstacles that are as yet
undefined
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Impressions from multiple digital
activities for trending, profiling and
delivery & service requirements

Mobile activityengaging with
organizations via
mobile is now a norm

Traditional data sources
for enterprise view
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales
Inventory
Purchase history
Promotional history
Customer Insight
Trends Scoring

Qualitative feedback
enriches trends,
service requirements
& user profiles
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But we do know what is going to happen…
• More varied analytics against the data
• More granular data
• More frequency to the load processes
• More users across the corporation
• Tighter integration leading to corporate escalation for governance

Decisions are easy when Priorities are Known
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A foundation built on elements that
change, cannot change;
A foundation built on elements that don’t
change, drives change
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Attribute

Change over time

Data Loading

Weekly – Daily - Hourly

Data Granularity

Corporate – Region - Store

Data Joining

Rarely – Quarterly – Monthly – On Demand

Query Scope

Report – Functional – Cross Functional

User Community

Department – Business Unit – Corporate

Data Access

Daily – Hourly – On Demand

So what doesn’t change?
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How are we performing in our
key indicators at each level?
How much additional capacity
is available for any given lane,
route?
What routes are used most?

Shipping & Logistics

E-Commerce
(Web Logs)

Call Center

CRM
Distribution

Air Cargo

What locations
currently have 20% or
more ULDs than
required?

What were the service quality
issues in the last quarter?
(i.e., lost or damaged goods,
late shipments, etc.)

Item Inventory

Financial Management

Human Capital
Management

How have
certified
mechanic
availability
issues affected
check times?

Maintenance, Repair &
Overhaul

Is the proper gauge aircraft available
where needed? Can freight
opportunities be leveraged with
repositioning aircraft?

What are the most typical (and
costly) reasons for Freight Bill
Adjustments?

What were the actual parts
allocation usage rates; and
usage versus plan?
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When you distribute data you force
centralized decisions, when you centralize
data you enable distributed decisions
Corollary:
The more complex an architecture the more simplistic
your application must be. A simple architecture allows
for a complex application
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Bring Data to Process
IT Users
Transactional Data
Data Transformation
ODS Layer

Enterprise Warehouse &
Management “Hub”
Data Replication

Data Mart “Spokes”
Navigation / Join Layer
Business Users
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Bring Process to the Data

Optional
ETL Hub

ELT
ORDE R
ORDE R NUMB E R
ORDE R DA TE
S TA TUS
ORDE R ITE M B A CK ORDE RE D
QUA NTITY

CUS TOME R
CUS TOME R NUMB E R
CUS TOME R NA ME
CUS TOME R CITY
CUS TOME R P OS T
CUS TOME R S T
CUS TOME R A DDR
CUS TOME R P HONE
CUS TOME R FA X

External
Dependent
Mart

View

Logical
Mart

View

Strategic
Users

Tactical
Users

ORDE R ITE M S HIP P E D
QUA NTITY
S HIP DA TE
ITE M
ITE M NUMB E R
QUA NTITY
DE S CRIP TION

Co-located
Dependent
Mart

Dimensional
View

OLAP
Users

Event-driven/
Closed Loop

Data
Miners
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Summaries and Extracts were supposed
to drive faster response but ultimately
lead to larger lag times between data
creation and relevant action
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Enter

Idea

Event

Screen
Paint

Identified
Action

Desired
Result
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Where are your bottlenecks?

Outside Data

Core Data

5% Sample

BO Reporting
& Ad-hoc

South
∆ Data only

Data
Concentration

West
East

ETLT Process
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From Flexibility to Performance
• Third Normal Form
• Views
• Indexes
• Priority scheduling
• Cross-Business summary or model
• Sole purpose summary or index
• Examine, Expand, or Extract
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User and query freedom is not the
absence from responsibility but the
adherence to shared responsibility
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Usage
Type

IT Involvement

Service Level
Expectation

User
Responsibility

Push
button

Highly. Optimized
query and prioritization

< 2-5 seconds

Agree with SLA
policy

< 10 seconds *

Define paths

“Canned” High, query path
Ad-hoc
known, included in WM

“Planned” High, query path known < 30 seconds *
Ad-hoc

Define path and
payback

Company Medium
Analytics

Agree / Define
inputs and
metrics

User
written

Little to None

Minutes

None

Know SQL and
optimization

* May be dependent on quantified rows
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The data warehouse is supposed to
provide consistent data yet what it really
does is highlights the inconsistency of the
data
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Do you have redundant data? (you wish you did!)

App 1
> Multiple mailings
to the same
address =
ineffective and
costly
communications

App 2

App 3
> Inconsistent and
ineffective
service
App 4

App 5

> Inaccurate
individual based
action
04/12/69
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Master Data Management is critical to success

They occur at a discrete
point in time
Once recorded,
transaction data,
never changes and
requires no
maintenance.

Transaction Data
Master Data *
Master
Reference
Data

Relationship
Data

Defines business objects
• Product list
• Vendor list
• Customer list
• Locations . . .
Once recorded, Master data,
constantly changes and
requires on-going
maintenance.

Metadata

Record of business
events
• Orders
• Forecasts
• Inventory
• Purchase History . .
.

Information about data
• Data type
• Definition
• Constraints
• Relationships
• Location…

Relationships among
master data entities
• Product - Vendor
• Product – Customer
• Product – Location
• Vendor hierarchy
• Customer hierarchy
• Product hierarchy…

*Can either reseide within or outside the core data warehouse
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A successful data warehouse program is
delivered through projects but project
funded data warehouses will not succeed
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Program view

Project view

Future value

Current cost

Centralize data to provide as much information
to as many users to enable maximum
information leverage.






Single source of truth
Easy to reconcile
Data protection is simplified
Easier to manage data quality
Lower Group IT cost and complexity
Project funds Program benefit not easily
attributable to the current project

Give me what I need as quickly and
cheaply as possible

vs.







Pay for data required
Pay for quality required
Quick turn around time
Reduce delivery risk
Use familiar technology
Program creates future cost, which is not
attributable to the current project
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Information Strategy

Govern
• Align the project
portfolio to achieve
Group outcomes
• Endorse policies and
standards
• Govern and
prioritize data
quality issues and
escalations

Collaborate
• Drive cross-BU
collaboration and
synergies

Invest
• Fund initiatives
proposed by BUs
• Initiate (and seek
funding for) projects
where there is a lack
of progress against
the Strategy

Organise
• Optimize the
operating model
around our
Information Assets
• Refine funding
/recharge models
• Align KPIs with
outcomes
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If the new data is ‘core data*’ then a
fully integrated design is called for

A New data that lots of users want access to
and that is to be used with other data in
the warehouse should be conformed, and
loaded to the integrated model (IM). This
is the preferred option.

* see next slide
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Who is interested in the new data?

Diverse user group

Yes

A

preferred option

Fully integrated design
e.g. Falcon’s FX data load
from WallStreet System
$$$

C

No

Is the new data best used with IM data?

2

exemption required

Isolated design
e.g. external data sources
like Bloomberg, Roy Morgan
$

Niche user group
B

B New data that is of value to only select
users and is to be used with other data in
the warehouse, with exemption, may be
loaded to the semi integrated model. An
exemption is to be granted.

exemption required

Semi integrated design
e.g. NetBank Calendar
$$

D

exemption required

Isolated design or off GDW
e.g. Group Security’s case
management data feeds
$

E

C New data that doesn’t require full
integration with the rest of the data in the
warehouse may be loaded to isolated
D
tables. However, an exemption is to be
granted.

+

E Customers are permitted to create data
labs as required to understand what the
data contains and how it can be put to
use. However strict controls are to be in
place to prohibit misuse of data labs.

Data labs are used to test and learn as needed
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If all else fails, the ultimate paradox prevails….

There is never enough time to do it right
but always enough time to do it over
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